Fashioned for fit and performance.

Introducing bluephase style LED CURING LIGHT
**Polywave™ Technology**
bluephase® style's Polywave™ technology provides a broadband spectrum of 385-515 nm, which allows you to cure all dental materials on the market today!1
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**Intuitive Operation**
The easy-to-use 2-button operation makes the bluephase® style extremely user friendly!
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**Click & Cure!**
The innovative Click & Cure corded battery backup option enables you to go from cordless to corded operation in just one "click"!
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**Newly Designed Light Probe**
The newly designed light probe maximizes posterior access, while the 10 mm diameter of the probe allows you to cure even the largest restorations in just 10 seconds.
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**Continuous Curing**
Due to an energy-efficient LED technology, bluephase® style produces less internal heat compared to other LED lights, providing continuous curing with NO clinical limitations!
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**Inductive Charging**
The inductive charging system eliminates the need for battery contacts, which allows for much easier maintenance and charging of your battery!
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**Polywave™ Technology**
bluephase® style's Polywave™ technology provides a broadband spectrum of 385-515 nm, which allows you to cure all dental materials on the market today!1

**Intuitive Operation**
The easy-to-use 2-button operation makes the bluephase® style extremely user friendly!

**Click & Cure!**
The innovative Click & Cure corded battery backup option enables you to go from cordless to corded operation in just one "click"!

**Ordering Information:**
- 635153BU bluephase style 100-240V
- 1 – handpiece
- 1 – 10mm light probe
- 1 – battery
- 1 – charging base
- 1 – power supply
- 50 – protective sleeves

---

1 All materials known to date in the range of 385 – 515 nm